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ENSURE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS NUMBERS ARE RECORDED ON WP/SEA 

 

WP/SEA MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 

PAINTING 
 

 

MEMORY JOGGERS 
Ensure that the following conditions are met before proceeding. If not met, address on WP/SEA. 

� Communicate the “RIGHT TO STOP WORK AUTHORITY POLICY” and is exercised by all crewmembers and other 

personnel that believe something or some condition has changed. The job is to be stopped and accessed before proceeding. 

The WP/SEA may need to be modified or a new WP/SEA maybe required before starting the work task again. 

� Review the scope of work with all crew members to ensure a clear understanding among the crew. 

� Make sure an eyewash station and shower are located in the direct proximity of the job. 

� Inspect all tools and equipment prior to begin of work 

� Always be conscious of the weather and wind direction. 

� Select proper tools for the job and inspect for wear or damage. 

� Use forklift or crane when setting up heavy objects. 

� When using man lift, ensure operator is certified and remain 100% tied off at all times. 

� Maintain three point contact when ascending or descending ladders, decks or scaffolds. 
 

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 
1) Verify All conditions identified in the “Memory Joggers” section are met (or are not applicable); if ANY are not met, STOP 

and add the necessary step to the WP/SEA to ensure the safest method possible. 

2) Conduct a pre-job meeting prior to beginning work. 

3) Ensure respirator, goggles, Tyvek suit, paint sock, proper gloves, and ear plugs are worn during painting operations. 

4) Inspect all equipment and immediate work area for tripping hazards. 

5) Stage equipment and ensure piping or structural material is free from dust, sand, grease, or any other debris. 

6) Select proper coatings for the application and mix paint in proper mixing area.  

7) Take paint to the designated area to wear work is to be done. 

8) Route all air hoses and ensure pins and whip checks or installed on air hoses. 

9) When painting place yourself upwind when possible to avoid coming in contact with over spray of paint. 

10) Turn valve off to air hose to bleed down paint pots. 

11) Clean paint pots and move out of working area and dispose of excess paint waste in proper waste drums. 

12) Remove all PPE and dispose of Tyvek suit and gloves and clean off paint with soap and water. 

13) Return all tools and equipment to their proper place. 

14) Ensure all waste and debris has been disposed of in its proper place. 

 


